
Brief report of the cricket match played between Barbodhan (Bolton) v Darleston Commonwealth C.C. on Sunday 8/8/04 at Sunnyside Park, Chelsea Road, Bolton. 
Muslims in Barbodhan have always been interested in sports and play and follow cricket in particular. The team called B.Y.M.C.C. have been in existence for a long time in Barbodhan. 
When they migrated abroad where possible they carried on playing cricket, for instance in Burma and England, and some of them ended up representing Burma against Pakistan. In late sixties young cricketers in Bolton founded a cricket team called Bolton Muslim C.C. Most of the players in the team were from Barbodhan. They played friendly matches locally and against nearby towns. They changed the name to Deane and Derby C.C. when the joined a local league. They continued playing friendly matches including Darleston C.C.C. They played matches on each others grounds every year. This continued until late 80’s. Both teams could not continue this traditional fixture because lack of interest by new players.
This year the tradition was revived and Darleston C.C.C. was invited to play the match. It took place on Sunday 8th August 2004 at Sunnyside Park Bolton. The ground is a home ground of Deane and Derby C.C. The Bolton team was made up of players from Barbodhan most of whom still play for Deane and Derby.
The Darleston C.C.C. had 3 players from Barbodhan and rest consisted of Dhabhel, Simlok and Kafeta nearby villages in India – there were some Bengali and Pakistani players as well in the team.
The match started late 2:00 pm. Due to Valima reception. The toss was won by Barbodhan and they elected to bat first. Scoring 239 – 8 in 40 overs. Jerjis Jeewa scored 57, Iqbal Atcha 48, Sabah 34 and Hanif Adia 30 were the main runs scorers – Saiful taking 3 weeks for 56 runs was the main bowler from Darleston C.C.C. 
During the tea interval a meal of rice and chicken curry was laid which both teams enjoyed – The Darleston innings started slowly – They picked up momentum but could not keep up the required run rate. They kept loosing wickets at regular intervals and eventually were all out on 141. Mohammed scored 40, Jiva 18 not out were the main run scores from Darleston. Jerjis Jeeva 3 for 18 and Mohammed Atcha 3 for 31 were the star bowlers from Barbodhan side.
The event was a success and every one felt that it should be continued. Barbodhan team have been invited to play a return match at Darleston next season.
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